Services Coordinator
Dream role weaving big ideas, clients, NDIS Plans & staffing together to deliver individualised
supports at an ocean meets hinterland SDA/SIL setting.
•
•
•

Fantastic opportunity to be part of this great organisation
Location, Lifestyle, and Leisure - it ticks all the boxes
Bring your skills and passion, implement your dreams

Ballina, North Coast NSW is a little piece of Australian tranquillity where everything that matters is
only a few minutes away! This stunning beachside location neighbours cosmopolitan Bryon Bay and
laidback Nimbin where work life balance is the normal and lifestyle here is everything.
FutureCare Now (FCN) is an NDIS-registered Supported Independent Living (SIL) and Specialist
Disability Accommodation (SDA) provider with an enviable reputation of improving and maintaining
quality of life for their clients. Their ethos is to remain small so they can continue with their 24/7,
real person to person service model.
As the Services Coordinator you will lead from the front to provide supervision and management to
your 40+ team, collaborate with sector colleagues, and liaise with a small number of clients /Nominees
in the delivery of services.
The role will appeal to you as someone who doesn’t want tomorrow to be the same as today and
yesterday.
This is a fantastic opportunity to bring both your people and paper management skills and
experience to the future success story of this wonderful organisation. You will be given the
resources, support, and freedom you need to do your job. Your team is motivated, delightfully
eclectic, and genuinely love what they do!
Part of the package for all FCN team members is flexible working conditions, including a 9-day
fortnight, working from home options, barista served coffee delivered to your desk (unlimited!),
modern CBD location without the hassles of parking. Rush hour doesn’t exist here.
Intrigued? want to learn more, call Mark on 0450 311272 for a confidential chat.
To be considered for this unique opportunity you must have Australian Citizenship or Permanent
Residency and have or be willing to obtain the relevant clearances and checks that are associated
with this role.

